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Professor Megan Davis declares: ‘you
won’t shut the Indigenous voice to
parliament up’

HOME / NATION / INDIGENOUS
L O K N SaveA

Parliament will not be able to “shut the voice up” and the Indigenous body will
speak to “all parts of the government” including the cabinet, ministers, public
servants as well as statutory offices and agencies from the Reserve Bank to
Centrelink, according to top referendum working group member Megan Davis.

Top referendum working group member Megan Davis. Picture: NCA NewsWire / Martin Ollman
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A key architect of the Uluru Statement From the Heart and one of six members of
the working group that negotiated the final wording of the constitutional
amendment with the government, Professor Davis said parliament could not stop
the voice from making representations or “shut the voice up”.

The clarification on the broad remit of the Indigenous voice comes after Anthony
Albanese this week argued that parliament would have primacy over “what the
voice will consider” – a remark that was corrected by legal experts who explained
this would be beyond the reach of politicians.

Labor members of a new parliamentary committee
testing the wording of the Prime Minister’s
proposed constitutional amendment said they
hoped the inquiry would rebuff criticisms from
“naysayers and doomsayers” and bolster the Yes
campaign.

Noel Pearson, a champion of constitutional
recognition for Indigenous Australians, said he was
confident the nation was heading towards success
and that negotiations over the wording of the
constitutional amendment had “landed in a very
sweet spot”.

Mr Pearson said Professor Davis had “always been our leader in relation to the
constitutional law” and was “our most expert spokesman on the drafting.”

READ MORE:  Voice only works if it’s free to choose what to talk about |  Food
prices matter more than voice |  Voice fate in hands of people: Pearson |  Slim
hope of compromise on voice |  Historic bill recognises wounds of our past |
Voice referendum rewrite is a tragedy in the making

Professor Davis and fellow constitutional law expert Gabrielle Appleby from UNSW,
writing in The Weekend Australian, argue that the new body will not be “limited to
matters specifically or directly related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples” and it will have the power to “speak on a broad range of matters”.

“That is the point,” the professors write.
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Professor Davis, UNSW’s Balnaves chair in constitutional law, and Professor
Appleby say the voice could advise government across the policy spectrum from
environment and climate to defence or financial matters, but stress that it should
choose where it makes its representations carefully.

“It would include matters relating to the conduct of elections, given the under-
enrolment of First Nations people in our electoral system,” they say.

“It would include criminal matters, given the over-representation of First Nations in
our criminal justice system.

“It’s important that the voice speaks not just on matters that directly, or explicitly,
affect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, but on matters that have an
indirect but significant effect on them.”

The pair say that, if the voice speaks on more general matters, such as financial
policy or defence, its representations will be “weighed up against a number of other
interests and groups” and have less political persuasion. “It will have to spend its
political capital wisely,” the professors write.

“The voice will be able to speak to all parts of the government, including the
cabinet, ministers, public servants, and independent statutory offices and agencies –
such as the Reserve Bank, as well as a wide array of other agencies including, to
name a few, Centrelink, the Great Barrier Marine Park Authority and the
Ombudsman – on matters relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

“This isn’t to be feared.”

The Coalition is concerned by the wording in the constitutional amendment that
gives the voice the power to advise the executive government.

Liberal Senator Alex Antic discusses how the South Australia state-based Voice will operate after it was passed by
the lower and upper houses unopposed. “It’s going to be a little bit unusual in the sense it’s going to elect two… local
delegates from the Aboriginal areas or communities and ... More

The Australian Legal Affairs Contributor Chris Merritt says limiting the “involvement” of the community in a major
change to the constitution with regards to the Voice is “unforgivable”. “There’s been no input from the general…
community,” Mr Merritt told Sky News Australia host Peta Credlin. “This constitution is ... More
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Leading Liberal moderate Simon Birmingham signalled his hope for this to be
reconsidered in the parliamentary committee process. “By putting it in the
Constitution, it does then provide another layer of wording that can be contested
through High Court challenges where constitutional challenges are heard,” Senator
Birmingham told the ABC.

Labor MP Shayne Neumann, who has been appointed to the committee, said the
inquiry should help to smooth over concerns with the existing wording.

“I hope the naysayers and doomsayers and people engaged in jeremiads will have
that information rebutted in the course of this inquiry,” Mr Neumann said.

Liberal committee member Keith Wolahan said the inquiry was as close to a
“constitutional convention” as the nation would get. “The committee should waste
no time in properly testing the wording and exploring in an honest way all of the
constitutional risk that should be considered – and there’s certainly constitutional
risk in that wording,” Mr Wolahan said.

South Australian Liberal senator Kerrynne Liddle, another member of the
committee, said the inquiry needed to provide for a range of voices to be heard,
including controversial figures such as Human Rights Commissioner Lorraine
Finlay who faced a backlash against her concerns over the voice this week.

Ms Finlay, who was appointed to her role by the Morrison government and a
former Liberal candidate, wrote in The Australian this week that the new
constitutional amendment went beyond the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples and possibly conflicted with other international human rights
agreements.

Senator Liddle said Ms Finlay was entitled to her views and was “hopeful that
people like commissioner Finlay would feel comfortable expressing their view in
what would be a safe, respectful environment to do so”.

Victorian Labor senator and committee member Jana Stewart said she hoped to see
“a broad representation of witnesses appear before the committee”.

Former Nationals Leader Barnaby Joyce says the Indigenous Voice to Parliament passing will mean Australians are
now “differentiated” on the premise of race. “Australia is sleepwalking into this … it is not good, but as I said… before
… if you don’t get fired up this rubbish will go ... More
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Indigenous Voice To Parliament

“I hope to see respectful and robust conversation. The Australian people deserve
nothing less,” she said.

Committee members said key players in the national debate over the voice —
including Mr Pearson, Professor Davis and other legal experts – should appear
before the inquiry to have their arguments “explored and tested”.

In their piece, Professor Appleby and Professor Davis said the broad remit of the
voice would restrict rather than increase the chance of legal challenges.
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David

Megan Davis is so blinded by her want for the voice to succeed that she has
no idea that her statements will ensure the no vote will prevail. I can hear
the wiling already!

5 MINUTES AGO

Dave

"you won’t shut the Indigenous voice to parliament up’  Yes I will .  I will vote
NO and I will only listen to our parliamentary representatives  we have
voted in including yours.

8 MINUTES AGO
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voted in including yours.
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John

Mmmmm! Does this mean Albanese misled Parliament?

9 MINUTES AGO
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Trevor

So how does Albanese respond to Professor Davis. Mr reading is the she
views this as an overthrow of the government and our way of life. Mr
Albanese, Professor Davis and others do not see this as a minor, feel good
change. This us a takeover. 

12 MINUTES AGO
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John

Is the Elected ALP reading all this. Or is this not part of their responsibility
as leaders of our country

13 MINUTES AGO
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Robert

"Professor Davis and fellow constitutional law expert Gabrielle
Appleby from UNSW, writing in The Weekend Australian, argue
that the new body will not be “limited to matters specifically or
directly related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples”
and it will have the power to “speak on a broad range of
matters”."

Scary stuff. This group will have a say on anything and everything.  Why
have the rest of us bothered to vote?  Is this giving aboriginals sovereignty
over the whole country by stealth?

15 MINUTES AGO
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Terence

Be alert to the Indigenous Activist voice authoritarianism. Vote No.
Terence M2 

16 MINUTES AGO

PLMO

Well, I suppose the strident, semi-abusive in your face honesty of Prof Davis
must be the traditional way of winning friends and influencing people!!

Between Prof Craven's insider revelations on the 'civil war' of the Working
Group and the rather heroic 'matters including' interpretations of both the
PM & AG, one can only assume that some proponents think this is in the
bag!

 History does rhyme - 8 out of 44!!

PLMO PLMO 

16 MINUTES AGO
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Tallulah

If not this, how would you otherwise plan to Close the Gap that is
established empirically and based on a large number of metrics such as
income, life spans, health, birth rates, incarceration rates etc between
Indigenous Australians and all others?

The Gap is real and it remains. The need to close it has been recognised - in
a bipartisan vision - for the past decade. 

In order for equally-able citizens to have equal opportunities to influence
politics regardless of their wealth or status, our institutions should be framed
towards achieving political legitimacy through fairness of opportunity. 

To do so, justice as fairness demands that the inequalities in a well-ordered
society work to the benefit of the least advantaged. 

That is not racist - that is political liberalism. 

18 MINUTES AGO
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Frank

This would the scariest article I have read since the debate began on this
totally over the top subject….

18 MINUTES AGO
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